
your do 

she there 

how other 

many so 

her into 



look would 

two could 

some fly 

first who 

now around



down come 

only little 

work talk 

our new 

very good 



before any 

want through

also does 

because own 

both being 



should me 

give where

show small 

large even 

here why 



world all 

there people

has more 

please go 

no my 



water word 

call find 

know year 

live most 

great follow 



move try 

kind picture

change pretty

air answer

learn different



below country

school father

city earth 

eye thought

head don’t 



flew something

open example

begin paper 

together sentence

group walk 



grow took 

four once 

book hear 

began second

idea enough



watch really 

almost brown

yellow blue 

above sometimes

young another



  

  

  

  

  

BAM! BAM!

BAM!BAM! 

BAM! BAM!

BAM!BAM! 

BAM!BAM! 



  

  

BAM!BAM! 

BAM! BAM!

BAM! Directions 
 

I created this game using resources from http://www.freereading.net.  
For more activities you can do using the word cards, visit 

http://www.freereading.net/index.php?title=Irregular_Word_II_Activities 
 

1. Cut and laminate all cards. 
2. Place cards in a bag or bucket. 

3. Gather students in a circle and give the bag to the first student. 
4. The student draws a card and read the word. 

5. The group will give a   or a  or to show if the reading is correct. 
6. If the student is correct, they keep the card.  If they are incorrect, 

they return the card to the bag. 
7. The bag is passed to the next student and play continues in this 

manner around the circle. 
8. If a student pulls a BAM! Card, they must return all word cards in 

their hand back to the bag.  Do NOT return the BAM! Card. 
9. The game ends when all word cards have been pulled and correctly 

read. 
10. The student with the most word cards wins! 
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